Energetic particle irradiation can cause surface ultra-smoothening, self-organized nanoscale pattern formation or degradation of the structural integrity of nuclear reactor components. A fundamental understanding of the mechanisms governing the selection among these outcomes has been elusive. Here we predict the mechanism governing the transition from pattern formation to flatness using only parameter-free molecular dynamics simulations of single-ion impacts as input into a multiscale analysis, obtaining good agreement with experiment. our results overturn the paradigm attributing these phenomena to the removal of target atoms via sputter erosion: the mechanism dominating both stability and instability is the impact-induced redistribution of target atoms that are not sputtered away, with erosive effects being essentially irrelevant. We discuss the potential implications for the formation of a mysterious nanoscale topography, leading to surface degradation, of tungsten plasma-facing fusion reactor walls. Consideration of impact-induced redistribution processes may lead to a new design criterion for stability under irradiation. . On the other hand, extended exposure to energetic particle irradiation can lead to the structural degradation of fission and fusion reactor components 7, 8 . Hence, it is important to be able to predict the expected behaviour within a given environment. Unfortunately, precisely which physical effects cause observed transitions between different regimes 9,10 has remained a matter of speculation 11 . At particle energies between 10 2 and 10 4 eV, the irradiation process is dominated by the nuclear collision cascade caused by impact 12, 13 . Displaced atoms that reach the surface with enough kinetic energy to leave are permanently sputtered away; all other displaced atoms come to rest within the solid or on the surface after phonon emission times of ~10 − 12 s. These processes contribute prompt erosive 14, 15 and prompt redistributive 11, 16, 17 components of morphology evolution and are collectively denoted P [x].
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For most materials other than elemental metals, the damage resulting from accumulated impacts quickly (~10 − 3 s) leads to the amorphization of a thin layer of target material. Over much longer time scales (~100 s), mass transport within this layer by kinetic relaxation processes causes a gradual relaxational effect 14, 18 . Hence, to the prompt term P [x] we add a phenomenological term for the gradual relaxation regime denoted G [x] , assuming a mechanism of ion-enhanced viscous flow, which is expected to predominate in irradiated amorphous materials near room temperature 18 . The prompt and gradual contributions to the rate of motion of the surface in the normal direction v n then superpose:
The prompt regime may be characterized using molecular dynamics (MD) simulations 17, 19 or experimental methods 20 . Given data from many impact events, we may obtain the 'crater function' ∆h(x − x′,θ) describing the average change in local surface height at a point x resulting from a single-ion impact at x′, with incidence angle θ (a potential dependence on the surface shape, which is very difficult to capture with MD, is left for future work). We then upscale the crater function into a continuum partial differential equation (PDE) for the surface evolution using a multiscale framework. The theoretical formalism for this process is described in more detail in the Supplementary Information and in ref. 21 ; here we provide a brief summary of the important points for the linear case.
Given the crater function ∆h and the flux distribution I(x), we write the prompt contribution to surface evolution as a fluxweighted integral of the crater function 11, 22 :
A well-known observation in the field is that scale of the craters is much smaller than the scale of the resulting pattern and of the flux distribution. To exploit this fact, we use a formal multiple-scale analysis, based on a small parameter ε related to the ratio of impact scale to pattern scale. This formalism allows ready separation of the spatial dependence of the crater shape (fast) from that of the pattern (slow), and leads eventually to an upscaled description of the prompt regime in moment form:
Here the ∇ s represent surface divergences, and the (increasingorder) tensors M (i) are simply the angle-dependent moments of the crater function ∆h.
Pattern-forming predictions are obtained by linearizing equation (1) , and examining the stability of the linearization as a function of the laboratory incidence angle θ. The linearization process follows that given in ref. 14, and in an appropriate frame of reference one finds that the magnitude of infinitesimal perturbations h away from a flat surface evolve, to leading order in ε, according to the PDE
where the angle-dependent coefficients
are determined from the first moments obtained using MD, and the constant coefficient B is estimated from independent experiments. The structure of equation (4) indicates that linear stability is determined strictly by the signs of the calculated coefficients (S X , S Y ): for values of θ where either of these coefficients is negative, linearly unstable modes exist and we expect patterns, whereas for values of θ where they are both positive we expect flat, stable surfaces.
Results

Phase diagram prediction.
To turn equation (4) into a prediction, it is necessary to obtain the angle-dependent moment M (1) . Using MD simulations of single impacts, we collected angle-dependent moments for Si irradiated by Ar + ions at both 100 and 250 eV (the zeroeth moment M (0) , which is propotional to the number of atoms sputtered per ion, was also obtained). For each energy, 200 ion impacts were simulated at incidence angles in 5° increments between 0° and 90°, yielding average moments as summarized in Figure 1 . For use within our analytical framework, we fit these moments to Fourier series constrained by symmetry conditions and by the observation that all moments tend to zero at θ = ± 90°. Finally, the moments were separated into redistributive and erosive components: contributions from displaced atoms coming to rest within or on the solid, and contributions from atoms permanently sputtered away, respectively. For both energies, the redistributive first moments are much larger in magnitude than-and have the opposite sign of-their erosive counterparts. The implication, and main finding of this work, is that redistributive effects completely dominate erosive effects, except possibly at the highest (grazing) angles where all moments tend to zero.
Comparison with experiment.
To corroborate this finding, we calculate in Figure 2 the coefficients (5) of the linearized equation (4) for the 250 eV moments, and compare the pattern wavelengths they predict to experimental observations in the same environmental conditions 23 . (Note: Clean linear experimental data at 100 eV are not currently available. Also, the ripples originally reported in ref. 23 at 250 eV for angles below 20° have been omitted because those authors have recently shown them to be an experimental artefact.) The agreement is excellent, with two minor exceptions. First, the small quantitative difference between predicted and observed phase boundaries-which depends only on the shape of S X (θ)-could readily arise from the approximate nature of the classical potential, on which our simulations are based (unlike the phase boundary, precise wavelength values depend on the value of B, which could only be estimated). Second, the measured moments do not predict a transition to perpendicular modes at the highest angles; this could be due to our neglect of explicit curvature dependence in the (4) (4) (5) (5) crater function, but additional physical effects such as shadowing and surface channeling-not addressed here-are known to be important at grazing angles. Despite these limitations of our approach, when one considers the lack of any free parameters in the theory, the agreement with experiment is remarkably good. The agreement remains good even when the erosive coefficients are omitted, and the similar shapes of the redistributive moments at 100 and 250 eV is consistent with the reported 23 energy insensitivity of the stability/instability phase boundary.
Discussion
Existing uses of MD crater data for investigations of surface patternforming are entirely numerical in nature 24 , and could be viewed as a scheme for numerically integrating equation (2) . In contrast, our analytical upscaling of equation (2) into the moment form (3) is notable for several reasons. First, it illustrates exactly which qualities of the crater-namely, its moments-have the dominant role in surface evolution. Second, the moment form can be linearized, allowing predictions of stability boundaries, and changes to those boundaries as crater shape is varied. Third, moments are readily obtainable directly by MD simulation, and converge with far fewer trials than do descriptions of the entire crater function used in previous works. Last, although atomistic methods have been used in the past to obtain the amplitude of a single term in a PDE obtained by phenomenological modelling 17, [25] [26] [27] , we believe this is the first derivation of an entire PDE from MD results.
A crucial component of our approach is that the crater function ∆h-and hence the moments M (i) -contains the contributions of both erosion and mass redistribution. Whereas these effects have traditionally been treated separately by unrelated phenomenological models, viewing the crater function as fundamental integrates erosion and redistribution into a unified description, allowing both processes to be treated identically and readily separated and compared. Indeed, this approach has permitted us to confirm for the first time conjectures 11, 19, 22 that the stability of irradiated surfaces could be dominated by redistributive effects. The most striking aspect of this result is the logical conclusion that erosion is essentially irrelevant for determining the patterns: according to Figure 2 the contributions of redistribution to the S coefficients, which determine stability and patterns, are about an order of magnitude greater and opposite in sign. This conclusion overturns the erosionbased paradigm that has dominated the field for two decades 14 and we suggest its replacement with a redistribution-based paradigm.
An important direction for future research is identifying the range of irradiation energies over which our conclusion holds. Because the scale of the impact increases with the energy, higher energies require larger simulation targets, increasing the computational cost of MD simulations. However, preliminary investigations redist. . Each of the first moments contains components in both the downbeam or 'x'-direction (circles), and also the crossbeam or 'y'-direction (squares), with the crossbeam components expected to be zero from symmetry arguments 21 . At both energies, redistribution strongly dominates erosion.
of silicon irradiated by argon at 1 keV, at selected angles spanning the experimental transition point, are so far consistent with our conclusions, and experimental results at 1 keV lead to the same conclusion 28 . As this energy is typical of pattern-forming investigations within the literature, we conclude that it remains to be determined whether erosion is actually important for stability or pattern formation in any physical experiment to date.
We believe the phenomena reported in this paper are applicable to a wide variety of systems. For instance, our predictions may be relevant in the context of tungsten plasma-facing fusion reactor walls, in which low-sputter yield (atoms removed per incident particle) has been an important design criterion in the selection of tungsten for surfaces that must be exposed to large plasma particle fluxes for extended periods. Because the average helium ion energy is only ~60 eV and the threshold energy for sputter removal of tungsten is ~100 eV, this material has been considered impervious to the effects of erosion. However, despite a sputter erosion rate that is essentially zero, plasma-facing tungsten, nevertheless, develops under some conditions a nanoscale topography leading to surface degradation 8 -an outcome that appears mysterious within the erosion-based paradigm. The crater function-based analysis presented here suggests that such degradation may originate in impactinduced target atom redistribution effects. A re-analysis of the simulations performed in ref. 29 on helium-irradiated tungsten shows that, after 4,000 consecutive impacts at 100 eV from an incidence angle of 25°, a cumulative displacement field emerges with a clear downbeam bias (Fig. 3) . This suggests a redistributive moment that may produce the same stability properties as for those measured above. If this conjecture turns out to be correct, then an extremely low-sputter erosion rate would be an insufficient design criterion for morphologically stable solid surfaces under energetic particle irradiation, and ultimately crater function engineering considerations may provide a more refined materials design criterion.
Methods
Simulation environment. Our MD simulation environment consists of an amorphous, 20×20×10 nm 3 Si target consisting of 219,488 atoms, with slab boundary conditions (free boundary in the incoming ion direction, and periodic boundaries in the other two lateral directions) 30 . The target itself was created using the Wooten/Winer/Weaire method 31 . Because this method is computationally expensive for large targets, we first constructed a smaller 10×10×10 nm 3 block, and then copied it four times to achieve the desired size. The resulting composite was then annealed with the environment-dependent interatomic potential 32 . This gives an optimized amorphous structure with realistic density, and in which most of the Si atoms have coordination number 4.
The target was then bombarded with Ar + at 100 and 250 eV at different incidence angles, with random impact points and azimuthal angles, at an ambient temperature of 0 K. During bombardment, the interaction between Si atoms was again described using the environment-dependent interatomic potential, which gives a good agreement between simulated and experimental sputtering yields 33 , whereas the Ar-Si interaction was a potential calculated for the Ar-Si dimer 34 . Kinetic energy was gradually removed during the simulations from 1 nm borders of the cell to prevent it from re-entering the impact area via the periodic boundary conditions used in the simulations. The simulation arrangements and their suitability for cluster and ion bombardment simulations are discussed in more detail in refs 33, 35-37.
Obtaining moments. For each impact, simulations totalling 15 ps were run, which was enough time for atomic motion to settle to the level of thermal vibration. Final atomic positions were then obtained by averaging the atomic positions for a further Circles/squares indicate experimental patterns with wavevector parallel/perpendicular to the beam (parallel mode and perpendicular mode, respectively), and the vertical dashed black lines indicate experimental phase boundaries. Error bars indicate the full-width at half-maximum measure of the peaks in the power spectral density associated with atomic force microscopy images of experimental samples. on top of this, the solid black line indicates our predicted wavelengths (which are all parallel mode), and the dashed blue line indicates the wavelengths predicted if erosion were neglected entirely.
5 ps. Before analysis, this set of post-impact atomic positions was adjusted in two important ways. First, the global average displacement of each atom over all impacts at a given incidence angle was subtracted from its post-impact position for each impact at that angle, to remove target-specific effects from our measurements (see Supplementary Fig. S1 ). Second, an observed shear of the entire target in the downbeam direction-caused by the finite target size-was fitted from data near the bottom of the target, and also subtracted from the post-impact positions (see Supplementary Fig. S2 ).
From the initial and adjusted final atomic positions, moments were obtained by assuming that densities in the amorphous layer must attain a steady state over time 21 . Consequently, we project defect distributions immediately to the target surface for the purpose of quantifying crater functions. Within this scheme, the effects of erosion and redistribution are readily separated. Erosive moments are obtained by assigning a height loss at each location proportional to the number of sputtered atoms originating from that location. Similarly, redistributive moments were obtained by assigning height losses at initial atomic positions and height gains at final atomic positions. This strategy produced the data points in Figure 1 ; the data were then fitted to simple three-term Fourier series to generate the curves in the same figure.
Additional details of our simulation environment are available in the Supplementary Information. w displacements by 4,000 He ions at 100 ev 
Supplementary Methods
Simulation Methods In molecular dynamics simulations, impact-induced structural deformations can be detected only in a well relaxed silicon structure. A stress existing within the material as a result of incomplete relaxation of the structure before the simulation can induce displacements of silicon atoms upon impact that far exceed the direct effects of impact in magnitude. For example, our test simulations showed that a structure created by annealing silicon in MD is not dense enough to model the real amorphous silicon. The surface of such a structure collapses upon impact. It is possible to relax the internal stresses by bombarding the surface with silicon atoms before the actual simulation. However, the relaxation will be not uniform. Therefore, we have used the Wooten/Winer/Weaire (WWW) method 31 .
The WWW method is a computer algorithm that generates realistic random network models of amorphous silicon. In this method, the structure is described with positions of N atoms and a list of bonds between the atoms. After a random switch of two bonds, the structure is relaxed using an inter-atomic potential 38, 39 . In connection to the structural relaxation, the Berendsen pressure control algorithm is used to relax the diagonal components of the pressure tensor to zero 40 . The algorithm is computationally demanding and therefore it is possible to fully optimize only relatively small structures of a few thousand atoms. Therefore, the optimized block must be copied and the copies joined to create an optimized silicon structure large enough for impact simulations. Our tests showed that the best approach is to partially optimize a rather large (10x10x10 nm) building block instead of building the structure of very small fully optimized blocks. The latter approach can induce artificial internal shear stresses in spite of the optimization (note that pressure control at periodic boundaries an an orthogonal cell does not necessarily remove the non-diagonal, shear components of the stress tensor). The optimization of a 10x10x10 nm amorphous silicon structure was achieved using a parallelized implementation of the WWW algorithm.
After the WWW optimization phase, the structure and the surface were relaxed in MD using the EDIP potential, before it was used in the actual impact simulations. The structure used in the simulations was built of four identical optimized blocks. The density was 2.5 g/cm impact. Two-thirds of the silicon atoms had four neighbors, the others had five neighbors, which is also a sign of a dense structure. In a perfect amorphous network, all silicon atoms should have four neighbors. However, the test with structures built of smaller blocks that were better optimized than the 10x10x10 nm structure showed that the behavior of the moments as a function of the impact angle are very similar as those reported in the main article.
To simulate irradiation of bulk silicon samples, we have used periodic boundary conditions with slab boundary conditions (free boundary in the incoming ion direction, and periodic boundaries in the other two lateral directions). The bottom 1 nm layer of atoms in the simulation cell were held fixed, and temperature scaling was also applied to the atoms in a 1 nm thick layer above it. A border region of 1 nm thickness in the lateral directions was cooled during the simulations. The role of the cooling zones is to prevent shock waves and phonons to re-enter the impact area via the periodic boundaries. The size of the simulation box (20x20x10 nm) was chosen to be large enough to contain not only the area containing the crater but also the area of small deformations which reach 5-7 nm from the impact point.
In addition to the good amorphous silicon structure and cooling of the boundaries, the quality of the repulsive Ar-Si potential affects the outcome of impact simulations. The kinetic energy of the impacting Ar atom is deposited first in relatively strong Ar-Si collisions where the atoms come close each other. The repulsive Ar-Si potential used in this study is calculated using density-functional-theory calculations utilizing a numerical basis sets. This method is shown 34 to give a more accurate repulsive potential than the standard universal ZBL potential 41 . The same method was used to create Si-Si short-range repulsive potential which was smoothly joined to the EDIP potential. This ensures that the possible collisions between high-energy primary knock-on silicon atoms are correctly modelled.
The same initial structure was used for all simulations. However, to reduce as much as possible the effect of the initial surface structure on the measured crater statistics, the following steps were taken. First, the impact point was varied randomly over the entire surface, with (periodic) cooling regions dynamically re-assigned for each simulation so as to be maximally distant from the impact point. Second, the azimuthal angle was var-ied randomly, and only the atoms within 7.5 nm of the impact point were included in the moment calculations (i.e., cooling zones and corners of the square box were ignored). Last, the global average -or "background" -displacement (over all simulations at a given impact angle) was subtracted from each individual displacement before analysis, as described in Supplementary Figure S1 . Because we varied the impact point and azimuthal angle randomly, this global average ought to be zero for a perfect target over infinite trials; subtracting the measured average over finite trials for our imperfect target thus helps to remove target-specific effects from our measurements. With this setup, 200 simulations at each impact angle were performed, which was sufficient to isolate the background displacement, and to cancel the effect of thermal vibrations which were present in the structure after impact.
A final challenge in analyzing the data arose due to a combination of the amorphous nature of the target with the periodic boundary conditions. On an ideal, very large MD target, the effect of the impact would only be felt within a finite distance from the impact point. However, to allow the gathering of data within reasonable time, a limited box size must be used, and the periodic box described above -with cooling zones -appears to be the most physically plausible way of accomplishing this. However, a periodic box always means that one is truly simulating an infinite number of simultaneous side-by-side impacts, and with a small enough domain, these impacts can generate enough co-ordinated momentum transfer to shear the entire target, especially for an amorphous target. Indeed, within our target, the average downbeam displacement of atoms was consistently a linear function of distance from the target's rigid floor, except near the surface, where larger displacements were concentrated. This is illustrated in Supplementary Figure S2 . These displacements are extremely small, but there are many atoms so displaced, and so the resulting (artificial) contribution to the first redistributive moment is larger than that due to atoms participating directly in the collision cascade.
To combat the problem of "global shear," we measured the average downbeam displacement within different annular slices of target parallel to the surface, using inner/outer radii of 2nm/9nm (i.e., away from both the impact and the cooling boundaries). We then fit the bottom half of the resulting depth-dependent profile to a line using least squares, and finally subtracted the extrapolation to the surface of this fit from the overall displacement field, as illustrated in Supplementary Figure S2 . The results localize the displacements
